Student Scavenger Hunt
Explore careers and career resources.

Best for Grades:
6-12

Getting Started:
1. Go to wpsu.org/careers.
2. In the Pennsylvania Career Resources section, click on “PA In-Demand Occupation List.” What is one in-demand occupation from the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) Title column that surprised you?

________________________________________________________________

1. Use the Educational attainment column to find two positions that require postsecondary training (PS or PS+).
   1. __________________________
   2. __________________________

3. Watch the “Apprenticeships” video in the Pennsylvania Career Resources section on the WPSU site. What is one thing that surprised you about apprenticeships?

________________________________________________________________

4. Go to WPSU and Pennsylvania PBS Resources. Take a look at “WPSU Studios Virtual Field Trips” and watch “Producing”. What are two things a producer does?
   1. __________________________
   2. __________________________

Career Exploration Activity:
1. Choose a job you want to know more about.
________________________________________________________________

2. Of the 12 Industry Clusters in the Grades 6-12: Industry Clusters section, which cluster does your job fit into?
________________________________________________________________

3. Look through the resources for that industry cluster tab, what is one resource you could use to learn more about your job of interest?
________________________________________________________________

4. Go to the “Career Acquisition” tab. What are two resources you could use for getting that job or that could help you in the workplace?
   1. Title:________________________ Why?__________________________________
   2. Title:________________________ Why?__________________________________